Rotterdam based hardcore band ALL FOR NOTHING is well known for passionate and energetic
shows. Singer Cindy van der Heijden shares views and vents frustrations on personal and global issues in their to-the-point songs filled with fast riffage, melody, groove and breakdowns that get every
crowd dancing. ‘Minds Awake / Hearts Alive’ matches this approach more than any previous ALL
FOR NOTHING album. “The sound is more aggressive and dynamic in comparison to our previous
releases. The songs are catchier, heavier and have more groove than ever before”, bassist Joost Van
Laake explains.
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So far, ALL FOR NOTHING have released four albums, as well as a 7-inch, and literally toured halfway across the world multiple times. Now the gang is back with a brand new album. It was recorded
with Brian “Mitts” Daniels of MADBALL as producer, taking ALL FOR NOTHING to a whole new level.
“It's a cliché thing to say but it’s our best record to date. Getting Mitts involved as a producer was an
eye opener for us. It was inspiring to bounce ideas off each other together with somebody whose ears
are still fresh and who has earned his musical spurs like he has”, the band’s bassist enthusiastically
reports.
The album features 13 brand new tracks whilst maintaining their trademark fast and grooving melodic hardcore style. Though sounding modern, this record could be described as timeless. Cindy describes the writing process the following: “When we were writing, we didn't care if the songs would
have a recognizable 'All For Nothing'-feel to them. That meant we were free to write whatever we
enjoyed. You can definitely hear it's an ALL FOR NOTHING album but you will be able to find some
unexpected twists on the record due to this approach. The lyrics are first and foremost empowering to
ourselves. You know that powerful and uplifting feeling a song can give you when you're in a dark
spot. Giving you the energy to keep on going with a genuine smile on your face – that's what the
songs on this album are to us.”
With the release of ‘Minds Awake / Hearts Alive’ the guys and girl are ready to get back out there and
do what they love most: playing shows around the globe. As they state in one of their new songs –
‘The best is yet to come!’ Cindy: “All of our combined efforts really took this album to a new level.
You can hear our focus was on the quality of the songs and not on arguing over silly things like who
should be loudest in the mix. No room for big egos here.”
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Track List:
1. Remain Defiant
2. Minds Awake Hearts Alive
3. The Other Side
4. Push Through
5. Never Follow
6. Weapons Of Mass Deception
7. At First Sight
8. Dead Inside
9. One Spark
10. Yet To Come
11. Far From Home
12. The End
13. Hope Is My North
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